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NEW! Workforce Webinars from The Center for Rehabilitation & Recovery

The Coalition for Behavioral Health, Inc. <thecoalition@coalitionny.org>
Mon 3/1/2021 12:00 PM
To:  Rita Cronise <rmc277@shp.rutgers.edu>
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Upcoming
Workforce

Webinars from The
Center for

Rehabilitation &
Recovery

 
Lighting the Way: Supervising in a

Crisis While Remote

During these difficult times of facing a

global pandemic, leaders in the field

of behavioral health are seeking

guidance and support around moving

to remote work while working with

vulnerable populations. With a lens

focused on Psychiatric Rehabilitation,

this training intends to offer skills and

a framework that elicits strengths’-

based thinking for those tasked with

https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fthecoalitionforbehavioralhealth.cmail19.com%2Ft%2Ft-e-mjyttkd-vkyydhlyk-i%2F&data=04%7C01%7Crmc277%40shp.rutgers.edu%7C8ae7e64ca69a4d42686d08d8dcd387aa%7Cb92d2b234d35447093ff69aca6632ffe%7C1%7C0%7C637502148363782132%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=8bhRZTqhA5%2BRJ59JlrnNF5103uXbL2tv5fUHMtgr5iM%3D&reserved=0
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Presented by 

Natalie Lleras, LCSW 

Liz Breier, MAHAP, CPRP, CPS

Dates & Time  

03.02.2021 – 10:00 AM – 12:00 PM

CEU Hour 

2 for CASAC, LMSW/LCSW, LMHC 

Note: Attendees must participate in

the entirety of both sessions in order

to receive CEUs

continuing to lead teams of staff who

are anxious and despondent. Both the

individuals of the behavioral health

system and that of the staff working

to support their treatment have made

great efforts to shift service delivery

to tele-health platforms in an effort to

continue the mission towards

recovery. The hope is that through

this training, supervisors will gain

insight into the way they can re-

establish connections and support

the staff serving the individuals they

have dedicated themselves to. The

intention is for the skills presented to

trickle down and ultimately benefit all

parts of the system that is

experiencing a high rate of change

and potential trauma related to the

fear of becoming ill or losing a loved

one. 

 

 
Implementing Harm Reduction

Strategies During COVID-19
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Presented by 

Judah Zuger, MPA 

Clinton Green, LMSW

Dates & Time  

03.02.2021 – 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM

CEU Hour 

2 for CASAC, LMSW/LCSW, LMHC

During this time of public health,

economic, and racial crises, there has

been an increase in behavioral and

physical health challenges as well as

substance misuse. In addition, some

supporters are working virtually,

which may be perceived as a barrier

in supporting individuals with these

challenges. This training will provide a

foundation of harm reduction as well

as skills that can be used virtually or

in-person.

 

 
Psychiatric Rehabilitation's Keep

Stage: Applying Skills to Roles

Psychiatric rehabilitation is driven by

values that are recovery-oriented and

include an emphasis on choice,

growth potential, and functioning.

People with mental health challenges

often struggle to keep or maintain

their goals due to lack of opportunity,

institutionalization, stigma and

discrimination. This training is the third

in a series focusing on the Keep

Stage in the Choose, Get, Keep

model. Attendees will learn strategies

and techniques to help individuals
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Presented by 

Judah Zuger, MPA 

Liz Breier, MAHAP, CPRP, CPS 

Marlo Pasion, LCSW, CPRP

Dates & Time  

03.03.2021 – 10:00 AM – 11:00 AM

CEU Hour 

1 for CASAC, LMSW/LCSW, LMHC

apply skills they’re learning to the

roles they are attaining in the

community. 

 

 
What Just Happened There?

Leading Groups with Self-

Awareness

Self-Awareness as a provider has

always been paramount to providing

quality service. However, our ability to

self-reflect has been more

complicated of a process following

the current public health crisis, anti-

racism movement, and economic

difficulties as we all, as a society, work

to stabilize and overcome recent

challenges. In an effort to address the

ever-changing virtual and physically-

distanced environments we find

ourselves now in, the question

remains how we can continue to have

the most authentic and effective

groups. This virtual training aims to

offer skills in remaining self-reflective

as a facilitator while also focusing on

the opportunities that exist on a
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Presented by 

Natalie Lleras, LCSW 

Liz Breier, MAHAP, CPRP, CPS

Dates & Time  

03.04.2021 – 10:00 AM – 12:00 PM

CEU Hour 

2 for CASAC, LMSW/LCSW, LMHC

virtual platform to ensure our group

work continues to be valuable.

 

 
Community Inclusion: Supporting

Dignity of Risk During COVID-19 &

Beyond

Supporting self-determination and

community integration while

balancing potential risks faced

through individual choice and

increased community participation

can be an ongoing balancing act for

behavioral health providers. This

training will build on the necessity

and importance of community

integration to a recovery-oriented

practice followed by an overview of

tools that can be utilized to develop

comprehensive support plans around

identified risks and challenges faced

by individuals moving forward in their

life domains of choice. This

presentation will offer skills that can

be used to explore dignity of risk in

our current environment. 
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Presented by 

Liz Breier, MAHAP, CPRP, CPS 

Clinton Green, LMSW

Dates & Time  

03.09.2021 – 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM

CEU Hour 

2 for CASAC, LMSW/LCSW, LMHC

Presented by 

Liz Breier, MAHAP, CPRP, CPS 

Clinton Green, LMSW

Dates & Time  

03.11.2021 – 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM

CEU Hour 

2 for CASAC, LMSW/LCSW, LMHC

 
COVID-19 and Trauma

The COVID-19 pandemic has

impacted everyone in a variety of

ways, including for some as a source

of trauma. Providing support that is

trauma responsive is crucial to overall

health and wellness. At the end of

this training, participants will be able

to incorporate at least one COVID-19

trauma responsive technique into

their current practice. 

 

 
If you would like to register for these

offerings, please sign into

your account with The Coalition's

learning management system (LMS),
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The Coalition for Behavioral Health, Inc. 

14 Penn Plaza, 3rd Floor 

New York, NY 10122 

www.coalitionny.org

or sign up for an LMS account

through the button below:

Register through The Coalition's

LMS

You must have an account with our

LMS in order to access our training.

For registration instructions, please

visit our website's training updates. 

If you have questions, please visit our

website's training FAQs.

 
These webinars are funded by The

NYS Office of Mental Health (OMH)

under The Center for Rehabilitation

& Recovery (CRR) Training Initiative.
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